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CHINA’S SKILLED LABOR ON THE MOVE

How Taiwan Businesses Mobilize 
Ethnic Resources in Asia

Hong-zen Wang

Abstract
This paper discusses how Taiwanese overseas investment creates an ethnic Chi-

nese skilled labor market in Asia. Low costs, no language barrier, and the cul-

tural “lived Taiwan experience” are the benefi ts. Through three different channels 

—internal corporate transfer, social networks, and placement agencies—skilled 

labor from the People’s Republic is mobilized to work overseas.

Keywords: Taiwan, Vietnam, China, skilled labor, international migration

When we talk about globalization, we often think about 
the free fl ow of capital and economic integration. However, it is impossible 
to have free capital fl ow without an effect on human movement. China has 
absorbed huge sums of foreign capital in the past two decades; with rapid 
industrialization, a body of Chinese skilled labor has emerged that has 
worked in foreign capital companies and whose skills are available to the 
world labor market. Taiwan, one of the major investors in China during 
this period, has produced a reserve army of skilled labor that can be hired 
around the world. Skilled laborers from many countries hopping around 
the globe to work have become a widespread phenomenon, and in the past 
10 years we have seen that more and more Chinese professionals from the 
Mainland are starting to work abroad.1

1. Up to the end of 2005, records show that 502,024 Chinese worked overseas; however, 
the statistics do not differentiate between skilled and unskilled labor, and the fi gure of skilled 
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Many businesses are eager to employ workers from around the world as 
long as their skills are compatible and cheap. In Taiwanese factories in 
Vietnam, we have found many skilled laborers from the People’s Republic 
of China (PRC) working as mid-level supervisory staff. In my fi eldwork 
data, 25 companies out of 36, or 70%, hired PRC professionals.2 Though 
the data collection uses a snowballing method (i.e., through connections 
we were able to fi nd additional interviewees, and we do not want to claim 
the study as representing the whole population), still it demonstrates that 
PRC skilled workers are commonly employed in Vietnam. Hiring PRC 
professionals is prevalent in different kinds of Taiwanese companies, re-
gardless of their size, market outlet orientation, or the date of factory es-
tablishment in Vietnam.

To date, there has been little literature devoted to the discussion of Chi-
nese overseas contract labor.3 Much of the attention to emigration from 
China is centered on illegal migration4 and much less on Chinese skilled 
labor emigration.5 Some recent literature on Chinese human capital takes 
note of Chinese students’ return migration and their contributions to Chi-
na’s development,6 but expatriates from China receive much less attention. 
In addition, the relationship between overseas investment and skilled labor 

emigrants is not available. See China Department of Foreign Economic Cooperation, Minis-
try of Commerce, 2005nian Duiwai Chengbao Gongcheng, Laowu Hezuo, Sheji Zixun Yewu 
Wancheng Yingye’E Fen Sheng, Shi, Qu Paixu Biao [2005 table on the amount of overseas 
subcontracts, service cooperation, and consultancy, by area], <http://hzs.mofcom.gov.cn/aar-
ticle/date/200602/20060201482873.html>, accessed July 1, 2006.

2. Cai Chenghong’s research also shows common use of PRC professionals in Taiwanese 
companies. Among 35 interviewed Taiwanese companies in Vietnam, 22 (63%) hired PRC 
professionals in 2006. See Cai Chenghong, Zhulu Jiaozhi: Yuenan Taishang Gongchang Neibu 
Zuqun Fengong yu Zhiwei Shengqian [Competing in Cochin China: Ethnic division of labor 
and position attainment in Taiwanese-owned factories] (Taichung: Master’s thesis, Depart-
ment of Marketing, National Chunghsing University, 2006).

3. See Ronald Skeldon, “Migration from China,” Journal of International Affairs 49:2 
(Winter 1996), pp. 434–55.

4. See Zai Liang and Hideki Morooka, “Recent Trends of Emigration from China: 1982–
2000,” International Migration 42:3 (2004), pp. 145–64; Zai Liang, “Demography of Illicit 
Emigration from China: A Sending Country’s Perspective,” Sociological Forum 16:4 (Decem-
ber 2001), pp. 677–701; Marketa Moore and Czeslaw Tubilewicz, “Chinese Migrants in the 
Czech Republic: Perfect Strangers,” Asian Survey 41:4 (July/August 2001), pp. 611–28.

5. See Tse-kang Leng, “Economic Globalization and IT Talent Flows across the Taiwan 
Strait: The Taipei/Shanghai/Silicon Valley Triangle,” Asian Survey 42:2 (March/April 2002), 
pp. 230–50.

6. See David Zweig, Chen Changgui, and Stanley Rosen, “Globalization and Transnational 
Human Capital: Overseas and Returnee Scholars to China,” China Quarterly 179 (September 
2004), pp. 735–57; Guochu Zhang, “Migration of Highly Skilled Chinese to Europe: Trends 
and Perspective,” International Migration 41:3 (2003), pp. 73–97; Biao Xiang, “Emigration 
from China: A Sending Country Perspective,” ibid., 41:3 (2003), pp. 21–48.
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migration is not well researched, although the internationalization of skilled 
migration relates to both the increasing globalization of fi rms and to higher 
education.7 This paper fi lls the research gap, discussing the relationship 
between Taiwanese overseas investment and the emigration of PRC pro-
fessionals. I will argue that Taiwanese overseas investment in Asia has cre-
ated a regional network to mobilize an ethnic Chinese labor force.

My information is drawn from primary fi eld research in Vietnam but is 
not confi ned to it. I collected the fi eld data for Vietnam between 2001 and 
2004 in several visits to Hanoi, Haiphong, and the Ho Chi Minh City area, 
including surrounding provinces, such as Dong Nai, Binh Duong, and 
Long An. The factories visited were chosen by the snowballing method, in 
which introductions to one factory led to a visit to another. Among the 36 
factories, 20 are footwear manufacturers, eight are motorbike-component 
manufacturers, and six are textile manufacturers. These three industries are 
major Taiwanese investment items in Vietnam. Two other companies pro-
duce the food additive monosodium glutamate (MSG) and electric wire, 
respectively. Three big footwear factories and two textile factories produce 
for export markets, while one big motorbike fi rm and the big MSG fac-
tory produce for the domestic market. Each of these big factories employs 
more than 10,000 workers. Other small- and medium-sized enterprises are 
mostly suppliers to these big manufacturers, except for seven footwear com-
panies in Haiphong, which export products through trading companies.

In order to gain a broad perspective on employment practices, people 
holding different types of positions were interviewed: Taiwanese investors, 
PRC staff  hired from China, ethnic Vietnamese Chinese and Vietnamese 
workers. The fi eld data can be broken down further as follows: (1) in-depth 
interviews with 36 Taiwanese investors in July and August 2001 in Ho Chi 
Minh City, Dong Nai, Hanoi, and Haiphong; and (2) interviews with 42 
PRC professionals working for Taiwanese factories in northern and south-
ern Vietnam in December 2001, February 2003, and February 2004. I do 
not aim for a statistically representative sample; rather, I have used knowl-
edge accumulated through documentation and repeated visits to Vietnam 
to come to grips with this regional movement of PRC skilled labor.

Taiwanese Investment in Asia

Taiwan is one of the major players in overseas investment in the Asia region 
and occupies an important position in global production chains. Taiwan 
started making overseas investments in Southeast Asia in the mid-1980s 

7. See Robyn Iredale, “The Migration of Professionals: Theories and Typologies,” ibid., 
39:5 (2001), pp. 7–26.
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because of rising land and labor costs and the appreciation of the Taiwan 
dollar. After the easing of bilateral political tensions and the development 
of the PRC’s economy, huge amounts of Taiwanese capital fl owed into 
China starting in 1991. Up to 2004, Taiwan had invested around US$129 
billion in the Asia region (excluding West Asia), representing 79% of its 
overall investment and ranking it among the top three overseas investors 
in Southeast Asian countries. In China, Taiwan ranks as number fi ve, after 
Hong Kong, the U.S., Japan, and the British Virgin Islands (BVI).8 How-
ever, because many Taiwanese companies register in Hong Kong, Singa-
pore, or the BVI, the real amount of Taiwanese investment could be much 
higher. Among investment destinations, Vietnam became one of the most 
attractive countries for Taiwanese capital after 1992, when former Taiwan 
President Lee Teng-hui announced the policy of “Go South” to encourage 
Taiwan companies to increase their investment in Southeast Asia. After 
the fi nancial crisis in 1997, investment from Taiwan into Vietnam exceeded 
that into Thailand, Malaysia, and the Philippines to become Taiwan’s top 
destination. Vietnam absorbed one-quarter to one-third of the total capi-
tal investment in Southeast Asia in the period 1997–2007. Total invest-
ment capital in Vietnam reached US$7.83 billion at the end of 2005; the 
main investment industries are motorbikes and related components, food, 
textiles, and footwear.9

When Taiwan began to set up factories in Vietnam, it fi rst mobilized 
ethnic Chinese in Malaysia, Indonesia, or Thailand who at some time had 
worked in a Taiwanese company, to help in the initial stage of building up 
the factories. A typical case is Hualon Corporation, which produces syn-
thetic fi bers in Taiwan. In the mid-1980s, it started its fi rst overseas in-
vestment in Malaysia. In 1999, Hualon set up a new plant in Vietnam; the 
director of this plant is a Malaysian Chinese. He is a graduate of a Tai-
wanese university and in the beginning worked for Hualon, Taiwan, before 
being assigned to work for Hualon, Malaysia. When the company planned 
to establish a new plant in Vietnam, he moved again. This kind of regional 
skilled labor mobility is common among Taiwan’s big corporations. Pou 

8. The BVI is a British overseas territory, located in the Caribbean, famous for its tax free 
policy and high confi dentiality. It has regulated statutory gateways for investigation of crimi-
nal offenses, which attracts many offshore companies to register. To evade the Taiwan govern-
ment’s regulation on investment and on political risk in China, many Taiwan fi rms register as 
BVI companies. See U.S. Central Intelligence Agency, World Factbook, <https://www.cia.gov/
library/publications/the-world-factbook/geos/vi.html>, accessed February 28, 2008.

9. See Taiwan Department of Investment Service, Ministry of Economic Affairs, Woguo 
zai Dongxie Geguo Touzi Tongjibiao [Statistics on investment in ASEAN from Taiwan]; Tai-
shang zai Dalu Touzi Xiankuang [Current Taiwanese investment in Mainland China], <http://
www.dois.moea.gov.tw/html/Invest_sa.htm>, both accessed July 1, 2006.
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Chen Corporation, the biggest footwear manufacturing company in the 
world, sent its Indonesian Chinese managers to set up new plants in China 
in 1989 and later, in the mid-1990s, sent PRC Chinese professionals to Viet-
nam to work. The pattern of the skilled labor movement mobilized by Tai-
wanese capital is to follow the path of  capital fl ow. Internal corporate 
personnel transfer is still important in the current PRC skilled labor move-
ment to Vietnam, but other channels have also emerged.

Though Taiwan invested in Vietnam as early as 1992, it was not until 
the late 1990s that Taiwanese fi rms massively recruited PRC Chinese pro-
fessionals to work there. This is because at that time, China still faced a 
skilled labor shortage. At the end of the 1990s, about 10 years after Tai-
wan’s fi rst investment in China, there were many skilled laborers trained to 
be middle-level managers to help production site management. In addi-
tion, like Japan and Taiwan, China in the 1990s focused on developing its 
manufacturing industry;10 the skills required were perfectly suited to over-
seas Taiwanese companies because most overseas Taiwanese investment 
concentrates in manufacturing. These newly trained PRC skilled workers 
become a pool available to overseas Taiwanese companies after years of 
learning skills while in their employment.

In Vietnam’s Taiwanese factories, there is a clear ethnic division of labor. 
The top positions are held by Taiwanese expatriates. Administrative work 
is done by Vietnamese Chinese or PRC professionals. Managers or techni-
cians on production sites are mainly PRC Chinese professionals, while di-
rect production workers are Vietnamese and Vietnamese Chinese. This kind 
of ethnic division of labor has been widely adopted by Taiwanese compa-
nies in Southeast Asia, a practice that developed from the need for Tai-
wanese businesses to accommodate local government labor policies and 
ethnic relationships.11

This global human capital mobility pattern differs from the traditional 
direction of skilled labor fl ow, which is mainly from North to South, or 
from the capital source country to the capital receiving country. Nor is it 
the same as the Information Technology (IT) professionals’ movement 
around the globe to fi nd a position: these PRC skilled workers are not in 
high demand in countries needing advanced technology.12 Their skill is 
only applied in the traditional manufacturing industries. In the following, I 

10. See Iredale, “The Migration of Professionals: Theories and Typologies,” p. 14.
11. See I-chun Kung and Hong-zen Wang, “Socially Constructed Ethnic Division of Labor: 

Labor Control in Taiwanese-Owned Firms in Malaysia and Vietnam,” International Sociology 
21(4) (July 2006), pp. 580–601.

12. Regarding IT skilled labor mobility, see Biao Xiang, “Structuration of Indian Infor-
mation Technology Professionals’ Migration to Australia: An Ethnographic Study,” Inter-
national Migration 39:5 (2001), pp. 73–90.
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will fi rst discuss why Taiwanese companies prefer PRC professionals to local 
ethnic Chinese or Vietnamese as mid-level managers. Then the recruitment 
channels used to bring PRC professionals to Vietnam will be probed.

Why Do Taiwanese Companies Hire 
PRC Staff?

The fi rst reason is that hiring PRC staff  is much cheaper than hiring Tai-
wanese staff. From a company’s perspective, the basic wage of a Taiwan-
ese expatriate is 1.5 times higher than wages in Taiwan—in addition to a 
monthly allowance paid to managers, ranging from US$600 to US$1,000. 
In total, a junior Taiwanese expatriate could cost as much as US$2,500 a 
month in 2006. Compared to a Taiwanese expatriate’s monthly wage, hir-
ing a PRC skilled worker only costs US$480 to US$800 a month. Here lies 
the basic rationale behind hiring Chinese professionals to work in Vietnam.

Then one might ask: why not hire ethnic Chinese in Vietnam as middle 
strata managers? We found that most companies hire ethnic Chinese, but 
their work is confi ned to language interpretation and offi ce paperwork. 
One common complaint from Taiwanese businesspeople is that the ethnic 
Chinese in Vietnam do not communicate well in Mandarin and have no 
technical skill for use in work on production sites. Another problem is their 
relationship with the Vietnamese. In Vietnamese society, ethnic Chinese 
status is assumed to be politically lower than ethnic Vietnamese, which 
hampers the exercise of authority by the former in the work place, making 
the implementation of company orders problematic.13

Language communication is often a problem for Taiwanese. But because 
they share command of Mandarin Chinese, no such problem exists for 
Taiwanese in communicating with PRC staff. In addition, as often found 
in Taiwanese companies in Malaysia, Malaysian Chinese who graduated 
from Taiwan universities are popular in Taiwanese business because they 
know the Taiwanese way of thinking and management style.14 This knowl-
edge of Taiwan’s management culture is accumulated when the Malaysian 
Chinese study in Taiwan; we can call this a “lived Taiwan experience.”15 

13. This status inconsistency situation can be found in Taiwanese fi rms in Indonesia, 
where most ethnic Chinese are put in offi ces, while no one is allotted to work on production 
sites. See Yen-fen Tseng, “Upstairs, Downstairs: Ethnic Division of Hierarchy in Global 
Workplaces,” paper presented at the Section of Work, Occupations, and Organizations, An-
nual Meeting of the American Sociological Association, Philadelphia, August 13–16, 2005.

14. Kung and Wang, “Socially Constructed Ethnic Division of Labor,” pp. 583–84.
15. This concept is derived from Harald Bauder’s analysis of the relationship between la-

bor supply, space, and culture, which he names as the “cultural experience of place.” See his 
article, “Culture in the Labor Market: Segmentation Theory and Perspectives of Place,” Prog-
ress in Human Geography 25:1 (2001), pp. 37–52.
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Conceptualized more broadly, this “lived Taiwan experience” can also be 
learned within a Taiwanese factory in China, or through social contacts 
with Taiwanese or Taiwanese companies. Therefore language advantage 
and “lived Taiwan experience” are both determining factors in the selec-
tion of PRC staff  to work in Vietnam. Both big multinationals and small- 
to medium-size Taiwanese enterprises in Vietnam hire Chinese technicians 
and professionals, though they use different channels to recruit PRC skilled 
workers.

A last question, why not hire Vietnamese as mid-level managers? There 
is always a shortage of skilled labor in developing countries and Vietnam 
is no exception. If  a Taiwanese company wants to promote a Vietnamese 
worker internally to mid-level manager, it will take a few years. Taiwanese 
investment in Vietnam came later than in China; massive Taiwanese capi-
tal fl ow into Vietnam started as recently as 2000. In terms of investment 
projects, there are more than 120 such projects of capital investment every 
year.16 If  a worker works in the same company successfully for fi ve years, 
the highest rank he/she can reach within a company’s organization is su-
pervisor or section director. For example, Pou Chen Corporation in Dong 
Nai has a few Vietnamese section directors, who have worked there for 
over 10 years to attain their positions. No Vietnamese can attain a more-
senior position, with the exception of one person in charge of corporate 
social responsibility, and he was not promoted from within.17 Under these 
circumstances, a Taiwanese company must recruit managers from outside 
the organization instead of relying on internal promotion. There is also 
the language problem. Although some Taiwanese bosses or managers can 
speak Vietnamese, most have to rely on interpreters. If  Vietnamese occupy 
middle-level management positions, it will reduce the effi cacy of Taiwan-
ese senior managers when communicating with Vietnamese managers. By 
employing skilled workers from the PRC, rather than Vietnamese, Taiwan-
ese executives give themselves a language advantage.

Recruitment Channels for PRC Staff

There are three different channels that PRC professionals use to come to 
Vietnam: internal transfer in transnational corporations, via social net-
works, and mediated by a private recruitment agency. Among the 43 PRC 
professionals we interviewed, 14 were internally transferred to Vietnam 
(33%), 19 got their jobs through social networks (44%), while work for the 
remaining 10 (23%) was arranged by private placement agencies.

16. Taiwan Department of Investment Service, Ministry of Economic Affairs, “Statistics 
on Investment in ASEAN from Taiwan.”

17. Private information from the human resources manager, late June 2006.
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The channel through internal transfer is the most typical and traditional 
type of skilled labor migration. In global human resources management, 
employees in a multinational corporation consist of expatriates from the 
investing country, local employees, and staff  from a third country. The 
process is more or less like the development of chain stores, in that head-
quarters will normally assign an experienced store manager to help open a 
new outlet. Likewise, Taiwanese businesses assign experienced managers 
from various Asian countries to help open up a new factory. The historical 
track of Taiwan’s overseas investment is fi rst to Thailand, Malaysia, and 
Indonesia in the 1980s and then to China in the early 1990s. Many big Tai-
wanese corporations started to divert their investment to Vietnam after 
getting strong footholds in China as part of their global business strategy, 
or after their American buyers encouraged them to take advantage of the 
lifting of the U.S. trade embargo.18 The allocation of human resources for 
different plants in different places by these multinationals has to match 
this global business strategy.

The most important recruitment channel for PRC staff  is via social net-
works, and they frequently use this means to fi nd a job in Vietnam. Social 
network theory is important in explaining international migration move-
ment. According to this theory, ties of kinship, friendship, and shared 
community origin help to reduce risks and costs for future migrants to the 
new place. Such networks constitute a kind of social capital that people 
depend on to get a foreign job. Over time, this migration trend infl uences 
the people in the sending society to further expand the movement.19 Our 
interview data show that there are three different types of social networks 
PRC professionals resort to when seeking a job in Vietnam: fi rst, through 
the PRC staff  already in Vietnam; second, through social contacts with 
Taiwanese who were visiting China; and third, through Taiwanese still in 
China who have connections with Taiwanese businesspeople in Vietnam.

Another important channel for PRC staff looking to work in Vietnam is 
the private recruitment agency. Hugo points out that in global immigration 
processes, groups of recruiters, lawyers, agents, organizers, travel agents, and 
intermediaries of various kinds have become important gatekeepers, both 
legal and illegal.20 In marriage migration between Taiwan and Vietnam, 

18. See I-chun Kung and Hong-zen Wang, “Zhuanjin Huo Zhuanchu Zhongguo?” [In or 
out of China?], in Taishang yu Liang’an Guanxi Lunwen [Taiwanese business and cross-strait 
relationship: A collection], eds. Chiyan Zheng and Zhikai Zhang (Hong Kong: Lingnan Uni-
versity, 2000), pp. 201–19.

19. See D. Massey, J. Arango, G. Hugo, A. Kouaci, A. Pellegrino, and E. Taylor, “Theories 
of International Migration: A Review and Appraisal,” Population and Development Review 
19:3 (June 1993), pp. 448–49.

20. See Graeme Hugo, “Asia on the Move: Research Challenges for Population Geog-
raphy,” International Journal of Population Geography 2:2 (June 1996), p. 109.
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matchmaking agencies also have been institutionalized to promote inter-
national migration.21 In research on Asian international migrant workers, 
scholars have found that placement agencies are the most important chan-
nel for migrant workers to fi nd an overseas job, and it is almost impossible 
to avoid such fi rms.22 The research reveals an important fact: institutional 
barriers create a niche for profi t-oriented private businesses to play a role 
in international migration.

Internal Corporate Transfer in Taiwanese 
Multinational Corporations

Asia, the fastest industrializing region in the world, now has its own share 
of transnational corporations (TNCs). Many of these are Taiwanese, Ko-
rean, and Hong Kong owned, i.e., fi rms from the so-called newly industri-
alizing countries (NICs), which occupy a middleman place in the global 
production chain. Beginning in the 1980s, many such fi rms relocated much 
of their labor-intensive production offshore to poorer Asian neighbors, 
particularly Southeast Asia and China. In the process, some of these com-
panies have themselves grown to become gigantic Asian TNCs. An excel-
lent example is Pou Chen, which manufactures for all of the famous 
brand-name athletic footwear companies of the developed world. In 2005 
Pou Chen employed more than 300,000 workers in a number of countries, 
with factories in Indonesia, China, and Vietnam,23 which make a hand-
some profi t every year.24 Such companies not only occupy an important 
position in the world’s production chain but also employ a large number 
of workers locally.

Pou Chen fi rst invested in Indonesia in the mid-1980s, then in China in 
1989, and in Vietnam in 1994. The area of one of its factory compounds 
in Binh Trinh, near Ho Chi Minh City, is 68 hectares; in 2005 it employed 

21. See Hong-zen Wang and Shu-ming Chang, “The Commodifi cation of International 
Marriages: Cross-Border Marriage Business in Taiwan and Vietnam,” International Migra-
tion 40:6 (December 2002), pp. 93–116.

22. See Huw Jones and Tieng Pardthaisong, “The Commodifi cation of International Mi-
gration: Findings from Thailand,” Tijdschrift voor Economische en Sociale Geografi e [Journal 
of Economic and Social Geography] 90:1 (February 1999), pp. 3–128; Hong-zen Wang and 
Bélanger Danièle, “Commodifying the Socialist State: The Migration Process of Vietnamese 
Workers in Taiwan,” paper presented at the Canadian Asian Studies Association and Cana-
dian Council for Southeast Asian Studies Meeting, Re-visioning Southeast Asia: Confl icts- 
Connections and Vulnerabilities, October 14–16, 2005, York University, Toronto.

23. Interview with a Pou Chen Vietnam human resources manager, November 30, 2006, 
Taichung, Taiwan.

24. In the fi rst quarter of 2006, for instance, Yue Yuen, one of Pou Chen’s major manu-
facturing subsidiaries in China, employing more than 200,000 workers there, reported a 16% 
increase in profi ts. See Associated Press, Hong Kong, March 16, 2006.
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more than 60,000 workers. Many suppliers for Pou Chen’s shoemaking 
components are located in this compound, and some of these suppliers 
had cooperated with it in China. In 2001 there were 120 Taiwanese and 
380 PRC staff  working in this factory. In 2005 a new factory was under 
construction in Trang Bom, Dong Nai. In March 2006, more than 50 PRC 
staff  were recruited to help establish the new project, which plans to ac-
commodate more than 60,000 workers eventually.

The manager who was interviewed explained why they transferred PRC 
staff  to Vietnam: “Footwear is a new industry in Vietnam, but in China, it 
has been developed for more than 10 years. When we teach Vietnamese 
workers how to sew, we can hire Taiwanese or PRC staff  to do the work, 
but the cost of employing Taiwanese is much higher.”25 In addition to cost 
savings, the interviewee pointed out the important factor of “experience” 
brought by PRC staff.

According to my data, 31 out of 42 PRC staff  had worked in Taiwanese 
companies before they came to Vietnam. Taiwan’s overseas investment in 
Asia in the past two decades has created millions of jobs, and trained 
skilled workers have become an important labor pool available to meet the 
market requirements of Taiwanese companies. One placement company 
told me that “these PRC staff  come from different provinces, but the com-
mon background is that they have worked in coastal China, or in foreign 
companies investing in Dongguan or Shenzhen near Guangzhou, Guang-
dong. Among the 200-something PRC staff  mediated by my company, 
over 60% of them had worked in Taiwanese companies.”26 This experience 
is an important factor in the hiring of PRC workers. But what is the con-
tent of this “experience”? It is “lived Taiwan experience” that facilitates the 
PRC staff’s communication with Taiwanese managers in their management 
practices and technical operation.

The Taiwanese manufacturing production system is mutually coordi-
nated, no matter whether it is in the hi-tech electronic industry or the tra-
ditional apparel industry.27 Upstream manufacturers know the downstream 
companies’ production facilities and capacities well, so if  someone has 
worked in one sector of the production chain, he/she will know easily how 

25. Interview, June 21, 2001, Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam.
26. Dongguan and Shenzhen are two big cities in Guangdong Province in China. Most 

Taiwanese factories moved there to produce shoes and textiles after 1990. Interview, January 
30, 2003, at Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam.

27. See Dung-Sheng Chen, Sue-Ching Jou, and H. H. Michael Hsiao, “Interfi rm Net-
working by Taiwanese Enterprises in Malaysia and Indonesia,” in Chinese Enterprise, Trans-
nationalism, and Identity, eds. Edmund Terence Gomez and Hsin-Huang Michael Hsiao 
(London: Routledge, 2004), pp. 175–210; Tain-Jy Chen and Ying-hua Ku, “Networking Strat-
egies of Taiwanese Firms in Southeast Asia and China,” in ibid., pp. 151–71.
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to operate the machines in another company. Work experience in one Tai-
wanese company can be easily transplanted to another. One Chinese pro-
fessional said that he had thought of working in a Hong Kong company, 
but its machines were very different from the one he had operated in a Tai-
wanese factory. If  he accepted this Hong Kong company’s offer, it might 
take him two or three months to become familiar with the operation—but 
that company might not allow him such an adaptation period. So he de-
clined the offer and instead came to work in Vietnam for Taiwanese. In 
this case, his “lived Taiwan experience” in machine operation was an asset 
when seeking a job in Vietnam, or more precisely, in the “labor market de-
manded by Taiwanese.”

In one Taiwanese factory, a Taiwanese manager used a militarist way to 
manage PRC staff. Before going to lunch, all PRC staff had to line up under 
the scorching sun as attendance was taken. This kind of management prac-
tice never applied to junior Taiwanese managers, nor Vietnamese workers, 
but only to PRC staff. This militarist-style management practice has been 
widely adopted by Taiwanese companies in China28 and PRC staff are used 
to it, so they just abide by the rules, even if  they do not like them. One 
PRC worker from Xiamen, Fujian Province, said many of his friends worked 
in Taiwanese companies and from their descriptions, he was familiar with 
the Taiwanese management style. He was not surprised to hear that this mil-
itarist management practice applied to PRC staff  in Vietnam, for he had 
learned it before he himself  came to Vietnam. In other words, the “lived 
Taiwan experience” as learned in China helps in the communication of 
management practices between PRC and Taiwanese managers.

For PRC staff going through internal transfer to Vietnam, an important 
factor in their decision to make the move was the degree of trust in their 
Taiwanese company. Mr. Zeng, who applied to come to Vietnam, said that 
before his arrival he already knew about the Vietnam offshore branch. 
Many friends from China had worked in this branch factory; he kept con-
tact with them to learn about the company’s operation in Vietnam. Al-
though some friends in Vietnam warned him of hardship conditions, he 
still decided to take a chance when the company publicized the vacancies. 
He did not even know what his job and position would be before he ar-
rived in Vietnam but he said that he totally trusted his company. He just 
handed his passport to company offi cials, who handled the visa applica-
tion, living arrangements, and other matters. Zeng indicated that working 
conditions in Vietnam did not differ greatly from those in China.

28. See Anita Chan and Hong-zen Wang, “The Impact of the State on Workers’ Condi-
tions: Comparing Taiwanese Factories in China and Vietnam,” Pacifi c Affairs 77:4 (Winter 
2004–2005), pp. 629–46.
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Another interviewee told us: “My boss persuaded me to come. He said 
that there were already many PRC staff  in Vietnam, especially in the foot-
wear industry. He also promised that I can return to China and reenter my 
original position if  I could not get used to the work. So I gave it a try.”29 
This implies that the “lived Taiwan experience” in China reduces both the 
PRC staff’s worries about future risks and Taiwanese managers’ concerns 
about PRC staff’s adaptation to the Taiwanese management style.

Social Networks and Regional Labor Mobility
Generally, PRC professionals’ work experience in a Taiwanese company in 
China brings them into a Taiwanese social network and facilitates their 
access to information about the job market created by Taiwanese compa-
nies. One interviewee said he was introduced to work in Vietnam by a Tai-
wanese manager who was his former supervisor in China. “When he heard 
that I planned to leave the factory, he asked whether I would like to work 
overseas. Well, I had never thought of working overseas, but I thought that 
it would be a new and good experience.”30

Even if  one has not worked in a Taiwanese company, personal networks 
with people working there serve as conduits to learn about overseas jobs. 
Mr. Xu now is a plant director, having worked in various Chinese compa-
nies before coming to Vietnam: “In 2000, through my two sisters, who had 
worked here for two years, I persuaded my father to let me come. My sis-
ters had remitted a lot of money home, which motivated me to work over-
seas. I asked my sisters to help me fi nd a job. In addition, having family 
members in Vietnam reduced my anxiety about work overseas. I trusted 
them to help me. If  they were not in Vietnam, well, it could have been 
more diffi cult to make a decision.”31 Xu’s two sisters worked in a Taiwan-
ese company in Vietnam and through them he found a job in another Tai-
wanese company.

Another case is a Mr. Tian, who said that “many Chinese friends had 
already come to Vietnam to work. When there are jobs opening in their fac-
tories and if  my friends have had a good experience, they will tell their for-
mer colleagues, friends, or relatives in China. I was informed by Director 
Lee, of the PRC staff. The work here is similar to what I did in China, but 
the wages are much higher. So I decided to come.”32 Tian’s personal social 
network consists of his former colleagues; it was through this network that 
he found his job.

29. Interview, January 31, 2003, at Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam.
30. Interview, January 28, 2003, at Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam.
31. Interview, January 31, 2003, at Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam.
32. Interview, February 5, 2003, at Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam.
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It is well documented that social networks can reduce migration risks. 
One risk faced by PRC staff  is the uncertainty of their work conditions in 
Vietnam. If  PRC staff  fi nd their jobs through a placement agency, they 
have to sign the contract before going overseas and thereby know the work 
conditions beforehand. But if  the job is mediated by social networks, the 
work conditions are normally unknown before these PRC professionals 
arrive in Vietnam. When they get news of a job in Vietnam, they apply for 
a tourist visa fi rst and then go to the company to negotiate work condi-
tions. This implies that there is a risk of getting a contract with unsatisfac-
tory work conditions. So if  there is any dispute, these PRC staff  cannot 
ask for an agency’s help, but turn to their acquaintances to mediate.

Another reason for PRC skilled workers to resort to social networks is 
that these migrants do not have to pay huge placement fees. It is common 
to pay a placement agency for an overseas job: e.g., it was reported that 
one must pay US$10,000 for an unskilled job in Israel.33 Among the skilled 
Chinese workers in Vietnam, the normal charge is RMB 20,000 (around 
US$2,420). One interviewee complained that he paid a huge fee but did 
not get any service from the placement agency. He did his own applications 
for passport, visa, and work permit—and shouldered the cost himself. The 
recruitment company only gave him a certifi cate to apply for an “ordinary 
offi cial passport.”34 Given this, he said, “Why not get a job through the 
friends’ network? At least the friends or relatives do not charge you.”35

In addition to recruiting PRC staff  from current employees’ personal 
networks, Taiwanese businesspeople in Vietnam use their social networks 
with Taiwanese counterparts in China to search for potential labor. Over-
seas Taiwanese companies have a transnational purchasing network among 
Taiwanese throughout Asia.36 This business network is also a social net-
work that Taiwanese companies in Vietnam can utilize to fi nd possible 
skilled workers in other countries. This social network is built on past pro-
duction cooperation among Taiwanese businesspeople; the supply chain 
relationship binds these Taiwanese companies together. It is not only a 

33. Biao Xiang, “Emigration from China: A Sending Country Perspective,” p. 34.
34. Before April 1, 2002, all overseas Chinese workers had to apply for an “offi cial” pass-

port. To promote labor export, since then the Chinese government relaxed the restriction, and 
a worker can use an “ordinary private passport” to go overseas to work. See Zhongguo Qing-
nian Bao [China Youth Daily], “Woguo jiang quxiao yingong huzhao” [China will not issue 
ordinary offi cial passports any more], April 3, 2002.

35. Interview, January 29, 2001, at Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam.
36. See Sue-ching Jou, Dung-sheng Chen, and Michael Hsing-huang Hsiao, “Re-

t erritorialized Guanxi Networks: Taiwanese Capital in Southeast Asia under the Shadow of 
‘Go West’,” NIASnytt 3, Copenhagen (September 2004), pp. 17–19.
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market relationship but is mixed with affection and friendship.37 This pro-
duction network with Taiwanese characteristics has been transplanted 
across Asia accompanying Taiwan’s overseas investment and helps Tai-
wanese throughout the region to seek, employ, and deploy potential labor 
forces in different countries. Therefore, some Taiwanese companies recruit 
PRC staff  through their supply chain companies. One Taiwanese business-
man said that “currently there is one PRC staff  member in my company 
[recruited] by a private placement agency. In the future I plan to hire an-
other three PRC staff. A Taiwanese company in Guilin [in southern China] 
working closely with me will help. It is more expensive to hire staff  from 
Shanghai, and it is cheaper to hire those from inland. I do not like to ask a 
placement agency. They do not know what kind of skill I need. Through 
personal networks, my friends there know exactly what skill these PRC 
staff  should have to work well in my factory.”38

Placement Agencies and Skilled Labor Mobility
Exporting PRC labor to earn foreign reserves became offi cial policy fol-
lowing China’s open door policy of the late 1970s.39 There are different 
types of labor export services; two major types that PRC staff  use to work 
in Vietnam are the “Offi cially Assigned Labor Export Service” and the “Pri-
vate Labor Export Service.”40 Labor recruitment is handled by two types 
of companies, known as a “Licensed Company to Cooperate with Foreign 
Companies” (hereafter called a “licensed company”) and an “Overseas Em-
ployment Placement Agency” (hereafter “overseas employment agency”).

The fi rst type of company is licensed by China’s Department of Trade 
and the Ministry of Commerce. Before April 1, 2002, all labor export ser-
vices were monopolized by these licensed companies. Those persons going 
overseas to work were required to hold an “ordinary offi cial passport” 

37. See Chen, Dung-sheng and Sue-ching Jou, “Taiguo taishang qiye zuzhi wangluo 
hudong jizhi de zhuanbian yu zuzhi zhishi xuexi” (Transformation of business interactive 
networks and organizational knowledge acquirement in Taiwanese business in Thailand), in 
Taiwanese Business in Southeast Asia: Networks, Identities, and Globalization, eds. Michael 
Hsin-huang Hsiao, Hong-zen Wang, and I-chun Kung (Taipei: Academia Sinica, 2002), pp. 
95–135.

38. Interview, January 28, 2001, at Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam.
39. Skeldon, “Migration from China,” pp. 451–52.
40. There are six different kinds of labor service export regulations, and the major one is 

“subcontracted construction labor service export.” It is a kind of labor services provision to 
a foreign company that subcontracts a part of or total construction work to a public Chinese 
company, which in turn recruits Chinese workers to work overseas. See Ministry of Foreign 
Trade and Economic Cooperation, “Zhonguo duiwai laowu hezuo zhengce ji guanli tizhi” 
[China’s policy on overseas service provision and management system], <http://hzs.mofcom.
gov.cn/article/200403/20040300202681_1.xml>, accessed May 20, 2004.
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(yingong huzhao), and only these companies could issue overseas work 
certifi cates based on these passport applications.41 Overseas employment 
agencies became important after the lifting of restrictions on requiring an 
“ordinary offi cial passport” to work overseas. These companies have to 
get permission from different ministries, including the Ministry of Labor 
and Social Security, the Ministry of Public Security, and the State Admin-
istration for Industry & Commerce; then they can act as intermediaries for 
Chinese seeking to work overseas. The business of overseas employment 
agencies is comparable to licensed companies, except that the workers they 
send out hold an “ordinary private passport” ( yinsi huzhao).

To profi t from recruitment, Chinese placement agencies actively utilize 
social networks to fi nd potential workers. One PRC interviewee said that 
his former colleague who was running a placement agency persuaded him 
to work in Vietnam. “He did not even know exactly what the work condi-
tions were. He only knew that a textile company was trying to recruit some 
staff  from China. I told him that I had no plan to leave the former com-
pany, but he persuaded me to come to visit him, to have a cup of tea. So I 
traveled to Vietnam and at the same time had an interview with my pres-
ent boss.”42

Both licensed companies and overseas employment agencies send some 
staff  to Vietnam to serve Taiwanese companies and skilled migrant work-
ers. When Taiwanese companies place an order in Vietnam, these agencies 
will publicize the search in China. Those workers who want to go overseas 
can be interviewed. According to one PRC worker,

I saw the advertisement offering job opportunities in Vietnam, so I went to the 
licensed agency. There was news in my province, Shandong, about overseas jobs, 
and it was easy to access this information. I imagined that Taiwanese compa-
nies overseas should be very big. I would be able to make more money. At that 
time the agency invited many people to have an interview. The interviewer was 
the Taiwanese general manager from the Vietnam-based company. My profes-
sion is to produce tires. I suited the requirements perfectly, so I got the job and 
came here.43

Although Taiwanese companies sometimes contact Chinese placement 
agencies in Vietnam to fi nd qualifi ed staff, these agencies may be less com-
petitive compared with Vietnamese placement agencies, which have a local 
specifi c advantage in garnering orders from Taiwanese companies. Viet-
namese agencies normally cooperate with various Chinese agencies in 

41. The discussion of PRC passport history can be found in Biao Xiang, “Emigration 
from China,” pp. 25–27.

42. Interview, February 4, 2003, at Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam.
43. Interview, February 5, 2003, at Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam.
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China to recruit workers. Taiwanese businesspeople reportedly prefer Viet-
namese agencies to Chinese fi rms because the Vietnamese pay more atten-
tion to complaints. The Vietnamese agencies mediate frictions between 
Taiwanese companies and newly employed PRC staff. But in order to ob-
tain future orders, these agencies work hard to satisfy the Taiwanese com-
pany’s demands, and sometimes they frustrate PRC staff.

The discussion above demonstrates that Chinese and Vietnamese place-
ment agencies have become an arm of Taiwanese companies for reaching 
potential skilled labor in China. Combined with social networks and in-
ternal corporate transfer, Taiwanese capital has created a skilled labor 
market across Asia and mobilized PRC professionals to work overseas.

Conclusion

This paper discusses how Taiwanese overseas investment creates an ethnic 
Chinese skilled labor market in Asia. Employing PRC staff  to work as 
mid-level managers has become a common human resources management 
practice in overseas Taiwanese companies in Asia. From the perspective 
of Taiwanese business, the benefi ts of this practice include lower labor 
costs compared to Taiwanese expatriates, no language barrier, and the cul-
tural “lived Taiwan experience.” Higher income is one incentive for PRC 
staff  to work overseas. Through three different channels, i.e., internal cor-
porate transfer, social networks, and placement agencies, PRC staff  can 
fi nd an overseas post in Taiwanese companies.

In the 1990s, there emerged a prodigious literature on Chinese business 
that used cultural factors to explain the interlocking ethnic business struc-
ture. Intra-ethnic national and transnational guanxi [connections] and social 
networks were considered to be key factors to promote business activities 
and accumulate capital.44 However, more and more researchers are chal-
lenging this culturalist approach, proposing other perspectives to under-
stand the ethnic links among Chinese businesses.45 Chang and Tam contend 
that organizational imperatives drive intra-cultural business behavior and 

44. See John Kao, “The Worldwide Web of Chinese Business,” Harvard Business Review 
(March/April 1993), pp. 24–36; Gary Hamilton and Kao Cheng-shu, “The Institutional 
Foundations of Chinese Business: The Family Firm in Taiwan,” Comparative Social Research 
12 (1990), pp. 95–112; Tseng Yen-fen, “Ethnic Resources as Forms of Social Capital,” Taiwan-
ese Sociological Review 1:1 (1997), pp. 169–205; Murray L. Weidenbaum and Samuel Hughes, 
The Bamboo Network: How Expatriate Chinese Entrepreneurs Are Creating a New Economic 
Superpower in Asia (New York: Martin Kessler Books, 1996).

45. See two edited books by Edmund Terence Gomez and Hsin-Huang Michael Hsiao, 
Chinese Business in Southeast Asia: Contesting Cultural Explanations, Researching Entrepre-
neurship (New York: RoutledgeCurzon, 2004), and Chinese Enterprise, Transnationalism, and 
Identity (New York: RoutledgeCurzon, 2004).
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explain various business practices across borders.46 Other research shows 
that common ethnic ties contribute little to promoting business coopera-
tion. This research clarifi es the misconception of cultural essentialism and 
focuses on the basic tenets of business management—low prices, good 
quality, and on-time delivery.47

However, this anti-culturalist approach cannot tell us why most overseas 
Taiwanese companies are more likely to cooperate with other Taiwanese 
companies. Isn’t there a selective affi nity between culture and business 
practices? My research points out that “lived Taiwan experience” is an im-
portant factor bringing PRC professionals and Taiwanese employers to-
gether. This sort of country-specifi c lived experience and labor market are 
also found in Japanese transnational corporations, which for example as-
sign Malaysian staff  to work in an Indonesian subsidiary,48 or hire Tai-
wanese with “Japanese experience” to work in Taiwanese subsidiaries.49

Therefore, this research has two major implications. First, there are ex-
tensive interlocking links between ethnic Chinese skilled labor and over-
seas Taiwanese business in the Asian regional labor market. This is often 
viewed by researchers as being an ethnic-tied business. Taiwanese overseas 
investment not only brings capital into the Asian region but also mobilizes 
the ethnic Chinese skilled labor market, crossing national borders. Second, 
this ethnic labor market is not based on common Chinese cultural traits—
as much literature on Chinese business discussed in the 1990s—but is 
grounded on economic calculation and the kind of Taiwan-specifi c man-
agement culture that benefi ts only those people who have experienced or 
learned it. Such people possess a social advantage and can fi nd a job in 
this transnational labor market, from which those Chinese without such a 
“lived cultural experience” are excluded.

46. See Chang Ly-yun and Tony Tam, “The Making of Chinese Business Culture: Culture 
Versus Organizational Imperatives,” in Chinese Enterprise, Transnationalism, and Identity, 
eds. Gomez and Hsiao, pp. 23–38.

47. See Chen Dung-sheng, Jou Sue-ching, and Hsiao Michael Hsin-huang, “Interfi rm 
Networking by Taiwanese Enterprises in Malaysia and Indonesia,” ibid., pp. 172–202; Ed-
mund Terence Gomez, “Intra-ethnic Cooperation in Transnational Perspective: Malaysian 
Chinese Investments in the United Kingdom,” ibid., pp. 109–47.

48. See Sonoda Shigeto, In Search of a “Synergetic” System of Promotion in Southeast Asia: 
The Japanese Multinationals in Comparative Perspective (Taipei: Academia Sinica, PROSEA 
[Program for Southeast Asia Area Studies], occasional paper, no. 22, 1998).

49. For example, the current vice president of NEC Taiwan is a Taiwanese who pursued 
his Ph.D. at the University of Tokyo.
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